We are the New Lawyers. We are Baker McKenzie.

Baker McKenzie is a top global law firm that offers a full range of services to deliver solutions for a connected world. Located in 45 countries and covering over 250 jurisdictions, we represent a vast and diverse range of clients, from domestic companies to multinationals as well as financial institutions.

We are different from other law firms in the way we think, work and behave. Global in our outlook and curious by nature, we are often the first to recognize changes in the market and respond with new and better ways to serve clients.

For 10 consecutive years, we have been named the world’s strongest law firm brand by Acritas. This is because we don’t stand still — striving to be the best in all we do and thinking bigger, faster and further on behalf of clients. Because we know the value of our people in maintaining this success, we are committed to nurturing talent.

They recommend us:

Baker McKenzie Luxembourg

We have been present in Luxembourg since 2010. Our key purpose is to bring the right talent to every client’s legal and tax issues, regardless of which industry the client is from. As a leading transactional market player, our Luxembourg office has the ability to combine our local and international expertise to create tailored solutions for our clients.

Luxembourg office

~100 people 17 nationalities

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE

We mainly advise clients on the following:

- Banking & Finance and Capital Markets
- Corporate — M&A
- Intellectual Property, Data & Technology
- Dispute Resolution — Litigation
- Employment Law
- International Commercial & Trade
- Funds & Asset Management
- Real Estate
- Tax & Transfer Pricing
What do we offer?

Culture of learning

We actively promote a culture of learning within the Firm, and we encourage our employees to expand their knowledge and expertise throughout their careers. Our world-class learning programs will help you develop as far and as fast as your talents and drive will take you, be it at entry, associate or partner level. We have over 15 global milestone training programs, attended by over 400 lawyers each year, aimed at supporting you through your career.

What do we look for?

We are looking for individuals who can combine a good academic track record with excellent technical skills. Personal qualities matter — we look for engaged global citizens, critical thinkers and problem solvers. These qualities mean you can offer real insight and foresight to clients. Equally important, we want people who thrive in diverse teams where friendship is valued.

Our Firm was founded on diversity. We value and celebrate it, and we strive to advance an inclusive culture in which all of our people can thrive and succeed, to bring diverse perspectives to the work we do for clients and the way we interact with each other and the world. Our culture of inclusion, diversity and equity is crucial to our Firm strategy.

We recruit trainees all year round in every practice group. Feel free to have a look at our Career website regularly.

You may email your application to
hiring.luxembourg@bakermckenzie.com
Include the following:
- The practice you are interested in
- A letter of introduction
- A resume

Contact

Luxembourg Human Resources
luxembourghumanresources@bakermckenzie.com

Baker McKenzie Luxembourg
is looking for trainees

At Baker McKenzie, we believe in involving our trainees in meaningful work from the very start. Throughout your traineeship, you will be mentored by an associate who will guide you and assign tasks to you.

To qualify, candidates must meet the following requirements:
- Currently enrolled in bar school or
- Currently studying or have obtained a master’s degree in law or an LLM
- Excellent command of English and French

Career website
Instagram
LinkedIn